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Introduction 
This thesis consists of three chapters. The connection between these 
chapters is the isomorphism 
(Cl(0F{<p))/p)u-^K20F/p. 
Here F is an Abelian number field, OF is the ring of integers of F, and ρ 
is an odd prime, which is unramified in F and does not divide the degree 
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of Keune (see [К]). 
In chapter 1 and 2 we will take a closer look at the left side of the 






( Θ (O®z p C/(O F ( C p ) )/p) u - i x )0( Θ (0®хрС1(0Р{Ср))/р)ш-гх), 
χ odd X even 
where О is a ring extension of Z p generated by the values of the char­
acters in the character group of Gal(F/Q). 
In chapter 1, the numbers of elements of the odd part are expressed as 
Bernoulli numbers. In chapter 2, the numbers of elements of the even 
part are expressed as numbers of elements of eigenspaces of the global 
units modulo the cyclotomic units. In chapter 3, the vested results of 
chapter 1 and 2 are applied to the right side of the isomorphism, in order 
to investigate the structure of the tame kernel. 
The size of the eigenspaces of the ideal class group has been examined 
by others. For example, Mazur and Wiles ([M-W]) proved for the odd 
components of an ideal class group: 
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Theorem 0.1 Let F be an Abelian imaginary field extension of Q of 
degree prime to p, write A(F) for its ideal class group and let 
χ: Gal(F/Q) —»• O* be a p-adic odd character of order prime to p. Then 
the order of A(F)X has the same p-adic valuation as Βι(χ~1)9 where 
g = [0:Zp]. 
For the even components Greither ([Gr]) proved: 
Theorem 0.2 Let F/Q be real with Galois group G. Suppose the p-part 
Gp of G is cyclic. Write G = Go x Gp. Let E be the group of units of 
F and let Cp be the group of circular units of F in the sense of Sinott, 








where R = Z[G] and U are as in Sinott ([Si2]). 
Note that if the p-part of G is cyclic, then ρ does not divide (R : U) (see 
[Si2]). 
Using Euler systems in the way it is done by Rubin gives us in chapter 1 
an if and only if relation for an odd component of the ideal class group 
to be cyclic. Unfortunately the primes needed for computations are too 
large, but I think it is interesting in its own right. 
For the application of the theorems of Rubin we need in chapter 2 an 
explicit generator of the eigenspace of the global units modulo the cy-
clotomic units. This has the advantage that computations can be made 
as performed in chapter 3. 
In chapter 3 the structure of the p-rank of the tame kernel of several real 
quadratic number fields will be computed, where ρ is an odd prime. It 
turns out that for all real quadratic fields F with discriminant less then 
20000, the p-rank of the tame kernel is always cyclic except for a few 
cases which I am unable to compute. Recently Browkin pointed out to 
2 
me that for ρ = 5 the p-rank of the tame kernel of a real quadratic num­
ber field does not always have to be cyclic. A possible counterexample, 
based on work by Mestre ([Mes]), will be given. 
For the real cyclotomic field a list with structures of the tame kernel is 
given. This is done to show that the theory in chapter 3 works for any 
Abelian field subject to some conditions. It turns out that in some cases 
the structure of the ideal class group can be determined by knowledge 
of the structure of the tame kernel. So the isomorphism works in both 
ways. In most cases, however, the structure of the ideal class group 




Odd characters and the 
ideal class group 
1.1 Introduction 
Kolyvagin introduced in [Ko] a general system, the so-called Euler sys­
tem, which he applied amongst others to Gauss sums and to cyclotomic 
units. In this way he was able to determine the orders of the differ­
ent eigenspaces of the ideal class group of Q(CP). Rubin simplified and 
genereralized the ideas of Kolyvagin. In this chapter I will give an out­
line of Rubin's proof. It is shown that his proof can be extended to an 
arbitrary Abelian field subject to some conditions. To be more precise, if 
i f is an Abelian number field and К С Q(Ccond(tf )) w i*h Ρ t 4>{cond(K)), 
then the number of elements of an odd χ component of the ideal class 
group equals the p-part of a Bernoulli number. The possibility of such 
an extension was already mentioned in [Ru2]. In a more general setting, 
namely for F an Abelian imaginary field extension of Q of degree prime 
to p, Mazur and Wiles proved this using Iwasawa theory (see [M-W]). 
However, the proof of Rubin is much simpler. The odd χ components 
of the ideal class group are examined using Gauss sums. The minus 
class groups can also be analyzed using the units as Euler systems and 
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Kummer duality (see [Rul]). 
1.2 Preliminaries 
In this section I give an overview of concepts which are frequently used, 
but first I will explain what an Euler system is. An Euler system can 
be thought of as a collection of points of some algebraic group, related 
by two conditions, namely a norm property and a congruence property. 
Rubin showed that for a number of applications this congruence property 
can be removed. For this he introduced the "universal Euler system", 
which is defined as follows (see [Ru3]). 
Definition 1.1 Let F/Q be Abelian and let S be the set of positive 
squarefree integers which are only divisible by primes I which split com­
pletely in F and in Q(CM) with M a power of a fixed odd prime p. 
Suppose η € S then {χ (η) : η € S} forms an Euler system for F if it 
satisfies i) and it) respectively Hi). 
¿Λ x(n)€F(C„r, 
ii). NlX(n) = (Fri - l)x(?) mod Ρ(ζ
η/ι)*Μ, 
ni). Ntx(n) = (1 - Fr^Mï) mod F(Cn/l)*M. 
Properties (ii) and (iii) are not essentially different. For example, the 
cyclotomic units form an Euler system satisfying (ii) or (iii). It depends 
on the choice of the units which one is preferable. We will see later that 
the Euler system of Gauss sums as in [Ru2] satifies (i) and (iii), and the 
Euler system of cyclotomic units as in [Rul] satisfies (i) and (ii). 
1.2.1 Group representations and characters 
Definition 1.2 Let F be a field and G a finite group. Then an 
F-representation of G is a homomorphism Ξ : G -»• GL(n, F) for some 
integer n. The character χ of G afforded by E is the function given by 
x(g) = trE{g). 
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Representations are a different way of looking at modules. If Л is an 
F-algebra, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between isomor­
phism classes of A-modules and similarity classes of representations of 
A. Two representations Ξ and Φ of degree η are similar if there exists 
a nonsingular η χ η matrix Ρ over F, such that Ξ(ο) = . Ρ - 1 Φ ( α ) Ρ for 
all α G Α. 
We have the following properties: 
i). If χ is the character afforded by Ξ then η = dim Ξ = χ(1). If 
η = 1 then χ is called a linear character, 
ii). Let Ξ and Φ afford characters χ and ψ, then the character χφ of 
G is given by хф(д) = tr (E(g) ® Ф(з)). The notation Ξ ® Φ will 
also be used, 
iii). A representation is irreducible if the corresponding module is irre­
ducible, 
iv). If N < G and N Ç ker Ξ, then there is a unique F -representation 
Ξ of G/N defined by E(Ng) = E(g). Conversely, if Ξ is given, we 
can define a representation Ξ on G by E(g) = E(Ng), 
ν). Ξ is irreducible &• Ξ is irreducible, 
vi). Suppose G = H x К. Let φ be a character of Η and let ψ be a 
character of K. Using (iv) we see that under the isomorphism 
Η = G/K there is a corresponding character φ of G with 
К С ker φ and ф(кк) = ф(Ъ). In a similar way we can define a 
character φ on G. It follows that φ χ ψ = φψ is a character of G, 
vii). If G = H x К then the irreducible characters of G are the charac­
ters фхф where φ and ψ are the irreducible characters of Η and 
K, 
viii). The algebraic closure F of F is a splitting field for G. This means 
for G Abelian, that Ξ regarded as a F -representation is a diago­
nal matrix with entries irreducible representations of dimension 1. 
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This is denoted by Ξ = Σ pi. I will make no distinction between the 
linear characters and the one dimensional representations. Note 
that if we adjoin the values of the entries to F we also obtain a 
splitting field, 
ix). The contragradient Ξ is a homomorphism Ξ : G —• GL(n, F) given 
by Ξ(</) =T E(g~1), where Γ denotes "transpose". 
For more on this topic and proofs see Щ. 
Dirichlet characters 
If we take F = С and G = (Z/nZ)*, then the character χ afforded by a 
one dimensional representation is called a Dirichlet character. Through 
a fixed isomorphism С = C p, we consider Dirichlet characters as 
p-adic characters. Suppose η | m, then we have a homomorphism from 
(Z/mZ)* to С by composing. This induces a character mod m. 
Definition 1.3 A character χ is called primitive if it cannot be induced 
by a character mod η for any divisor η of m with пфт. In that case 
m is called the conductor f
x
 of χ. 
In this thesis all the characters are assumed to be primitive. If we write 
about the characters of (Z/nZ)*, we include characters of conductor 
dividing n. Let χ and ψ be Dirichlet characters of conductors f
x
, f φ. 
Then χφ is defined as the primitive character associated to 7, where 7 
is the homomorphism 
7 : (Z/ lcm(/
x
,^)Z)*->C* 
defined by 7(0) = χ(α) ί^>(α). We will most of the time consider Dirichlet 
characters as characters of Galois groups of cyclotomic fields, through 
the isomorphism Gal(Q(Cn)/Q) - (Z/nZ)*. The set of all primitive 
Dirichlet characters forms an Abelian group, called the character group 
of G, and is denoted by G. 
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We have the following properties: 
i). We can extend χ to Ζ by letting χ(α) = 0 if (a, f
x
) φ 1, 
") · If (f
x
, /ψ) = 1 then f
x1p = / χ/ψ, 
iii). χ(α)ψ(α) = χψ(α) unless χ(α) = ψ(α) = 0 for arbitrary χ and ψ, 
iv). χ is called even if χ(—1) = 1 and odd if χ(—1) = —1, 
ν). If we take η = ρ there exists a unique character ω such that 
ω(α) = о mod ρ for all integers a, with ρ \ a. This character is 
called the Teichmüller character. 
1.2.2 G a u s s s u m s 
Definition 1.4 Let r be a prime and χ : (Z/rZ)* —• С a Dirichlet 
character. Fix a primitive r-th root of unity ζ
Γ




We have the following properties: 
i). If the order of χ is m then τ(χ) G Q(Cmr)? 
Ü)· Κ Χ Φ 1, then τ(χ)τ(χ) = x ( - l ) r , 
iii). If ab € Gal(Q(Cr,Cm)/Q(Cr)) such that σ6 : Cm -»· Cm then 
τ(χ)σ» = r(xb), 
iv). If a
c
 e Gal(Q(Cr,Cm)/Q(Cm)) such that a
c
 : Cr -+ Cr then 
τ{χ)σ' = Х(с) _ 1т(х), 
ν). If г = 1 mod / then Π ^ = ι τ{φχ) = - τ ( χ ' ) χ ( / - ί ) Πψ'=ι τ ( ^ ) . 
Property (ν) is known as the Davenport-Hasse distribution relation (see 
[La2]). Now we will determine the prime factorization of the Gauss sum 
8 
(see [Lal],[La2]). Let г be a prime and let t be a prime ideal of Q(£ r_i) 
above r. Since Z[Çr_i] mod t is the finite field with г elements and since 
the (r — l)-st roots of unity are distinct mod r, there is an isomorphism 
ν = ν
τ
 : F*, -» μ
Γ
_ι С Q(Cr-i), 
defined by 
v(a) = C*_!, such that £*_i = ° m ° d t. 
Next we lift this υ to a Dirichlet character 
ν : Ζ -» μ
Τ
-ι U {0}. 
This Dirichlet character generates the character group of F*, so every 
character χ of the character group of F* is an integral power of v. Let 
к be any integer 0 < к < r — 2 and 91 a prime ideal lying above г in 
Q(Cr-bCr)· Then we have the congruence 
r(v-k) _ - 1 . « 
(CT^TF = AT m o d *· 
This gives us the order of the Gauss sum at one prime above r. 
L e m m a 1.1 Let m be an integer, such that m \ r — 1, and t a prime 
ideal lying above r in Q(Cm) and 9? a prime ideal lying above t in 
Q(CmiCr)· Letv be the dirichlet character as defined above, take к = j^jj^  
and write s(k,t) = ^£ c e (z /mZ) · cacX> then we have the ideal factor-
ization 
(т{ -к)) = Я ^ М М . 
Proof. We obtain from the congruence ота
я
т( ~к) = к, since ζ
Γ
 — 1 is a 
prime element of Q(Cr) and it remains unramified in Q(CmiCr)· Also 




As с ranges over (Z/mZ)* each conjugate of 3î appears once. This 
finishes the proof. 
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1.2.3 Idempotents 
Let G be a finite Abelian group ала χ an element of the character group. 
The orthogonal idempotent is defined by 
Ъ = ТТЛ Σ ХИ*
- 1
 e Q[G]. 
For an irreducible Zp-representation Ξ, I will use the notation e= to 
denote 
- ? - £ Tr Ξ Η σ - 1 € ZP[G]. 
We have the following properties (see [W]): 





εψ = 0 ΐ ί χ ^ ^ , 
ш). Σ






Let Μ be a module over Q[(7], then we can decompose M as follows: 
M = ®XMX, where Mx = ε χΜ. 
Every M
x
 is an eigenspace with the eigenvalue χ(σ). All the above works 
if Q is replaced by any commutative ring which contains all the values 
of χ € G and in which | G \ is invertible. 
1.3 Notations and definitions 
From now on we use the following notation. Fix M a large power of an 
odd prime ρ and let F = Q(Cd) with ρ \ d and ρ \ 4>{d). Let 5 be the set 
of positive squarefree integers which are divisible only by primes I which 
split completely in F and in Q(CM)· 
For every г = 1 mod d write G
r
 = Gal(F(Cr)/^)· If i Ξ 1 mod d, I 
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prime and I f г, then we identify Gì with Gal(F(Cri)/F((r). We write 
Fr¡ for the Frobenius of I in Gr, the automorphism which sends each 
r-th root of unity to its i-th power. 
Write 7Vr = ІЗтеСг τ · ^ * a бе п е г а*ог °~l of Φ and define 
1-2 
A = 5>/eZ[G,]. 
¿=i 
Then 
( a , - l )A = (Z-l)-JV,. 
For η 6 S define 
P
n
 = n A 6 Z [ G „ ] . 
i|n 
Write G = Gal(F/Q). If (n, d) = 1 we can view G as a subgroup of 
Gal(F(£
n
)/Q) through the isomorphism 
Gal(F/Q)^Gal(F(Cn)/Q(Cn)). 
Let A denote the p-part of the ideal class group of F. 
Definition 1.5 For η 6 S,r = 1 mod dn is prime, and t a prime of 
F(Çn) with 11 r the Gauss sum is defined by 
fl(n,r,Cr) = Σ ε
η
» ς ° G F(Cnr)*, 
α=1 
иЛеге ε
η>ι ω о сЛатчісіег of F* defined by 
In other words 
e„)t : (Z/rZ)* -+ μ < ί η 
is the character satisfying 
e
n
» = o-( r- 1)/d n mod r. 
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Let О = ZplCtfrf)] £ Qp(C*(d))· 
For a Zp[G] module В define the action of G on the 0[G]-module О® В 
by σ(ο ® 6) = о ® σ(ί>). Unless specified otherwise ® is taken over Z p . 
Let Ξ be an irreducible Z p representation of G. If we regard Ξ as an 
О representation, we may write Ξ = Σ pi, where p¿ is a linear odd 
character of G for all г. 
Using the isomorphism 
G = Gal(Q(C„)/Q) x Gal(Q(Cd / p)/Q), 
we can write pi = ω3'χ ψ, where φ is a Hnear character of Q(Cd/p)· 
L e m m a 1.2 It is possible to choose a c\ such that p¿(ac) — C\ € O* as 
long as pi φ ω χ 1. 
R e m a r k 1.1 If p¿ = ω χ ψ we have to fix a different automorphism. 
Proof. First assume that j ' ^ 1 mod ρ — 1 then proceed as in [G]. Note 
that ci Ξ с mod d. Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we choose 
а с 6 Z, such that c = a mod p, with a a primitive root of (Z/pZ)* and 
с = 1 mod | . This gives us 
t¿{ac)ip(ac) - ci = (J (с) χ ^(c) - ci 
= ьР{а) χ V(l) - ci 
= a
3
 — a mod p. 
If j = 1 mod ρ — 1 then we choose the automorphism сь which leaves 
Q(£p) fixed and φ{ο) Φ 1. In this way we get 
ш{аь)'ф{оь) — Ь\ = ф(Ь) — 1 mod p. 
From now on assume that ріф ω xl. 
Fix а ст
с
 G G where a
c
, (c, d) = 1, denotes the element of G which maps 
Cd to Cd and choose V η G S a c„ such that 
12 
i). С^С^ семм*., 
ü)· Pi{°c) - ci G О*. 




)/Q) for the automor­
phism which sends each ζ G .F(Cn) to ζα. Define the Stickelberger ele­
ment by 
s(n) = £ a r " 1 G Z[GoZ(F(C„)/Q)], 
a=l,(a,dn)=l 
and define 




We have 0(n) G Z[Gal(J?(Cn)/Q)] (see [W]), since 
dn dn 
Σ ttl'cT.-1- £ Cnt^r-1 
o=l,(a,dn)=l a=l,(o,dn)=l 
Σ (Iftl-tt^; 1, 
a=l,(a,dn)=l 
soö(n,H)GZp[Gal(F(C„)/Q)]=. 
Definition 1.7 i e i η G 5, t o pn'me o/ F(C„), ияіА 11 г = 1 mod dn. 
Then 
o(n, t) = <7(n,t, Cr Г е _ С п -
Remark 1.2 This definition depends on the choice of a
c
. 
For a σ = σ
β
 G Gr we have 
p(n, t, Cr)ff = p(n, t, C?) = εη,Γ(σ)_15(η, t, Cr), 
where ε
ΛιΓ





a ( n , t ) * = (e„ > t (a)- 1 ) ' e - e -a(n, t ) . 
Since a
c
 — Cn annihilates μ^, it follows that a(n, r) e -P(Cn)*· This also 
shows that the definition of a(n, r) is independent of the choice of Cr­
in the next section we will see that these elements form an Euler sys­
tem. Furthermore we construct from α(π, t) elements κ(η, ρ) which give 
principal ideals in F which can be viewed as a relation in the ideal class 
group of F. These relations will be used to bound the size of the ideal 
class group. 
1.4 Constructing principal ideals and relations 
The next proposition makes clear why the Gauss sums form an Euler 
system and gives the ideal factorization of a(n, t). 
Proposition 1.1 Let η € S, va prime of -F(Cn), 11 r = 1 mod dn. 
i). If I is a prime dividing η , then 
a ( n , t ) N ' =a{n/l,N[t)1-FrW~1ßM 
for some β G F(C
n /,)*, 
ii). (α(π, t)) = θ(ή)τ. 
Proof. We have by definition 
a(n,t)"< = Π ( Σ <.(«)£)'•-*· 
<T6GJ o = l 
Using e1,,,, = enjNl, gives 





 = (εη>Νιτ)ρ^-\ 
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Thus we can write 
Π (Σ OK?)=*(y,*лcí)-Fr(,)_1 Π (Σ **»£) · 
σ € ΰ ( ο=1 4fr:Gr-*Mi β=1 




^x) = -гЫмг*) Π *W)· 
'=і ψ'=ι 
This gives 
Π (Σ^„,,(α)ς°) =g(jìNlx,Cr)sn,t(rl)rV-W. 
Here we used ε{,)Γ = £5.,лг,г and т{ф)т(ф) = V(—1)Í"-
Putting everything together we obtain 
Since η € 5 it follows that M \ (I - l ) /2 and 
(s(¥,JVit>Cr)1-F r«'1) e-- e · / ' e F(C„/«)M since Mn/ / I (en -с,,/,). 
For (ii) use the ideal factorization (see lemma 1.1) 
(g(n,t, Cr) a c _ C n ) = τλίσ«-°»>·(η). 
Until now we were dealing with elements in an extension field of F. The 
following lemma demonstrates how to obtain elements in F. 
Lemma 1.3 Let Ξ be an irreducible Z p representation of Gal(F/Q) 
such that the character afforded by Ξ is not equal to ω xl and let F'/F 
be Abelian over Q. Then we have an isomorphism 
( F * / ( F * ) M ) = S ((F'*^/(F'*)M)Go,(F'/F))=. 
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Proof. For Ξ Φ ω χ 1 we have ал exact sequence 
О -• (F*)3 -* (F*)= -> (F*/F*")s -* 0. 
For G = Gal(F'/F) we also have the exact sequence 
0 _• (F'*)g -> ( O í -> (F'*/F'*M)Í -»• H^F'/F^F'*)-; 
This gives us using Hilbert 90 and ( f *)f = ( F ' ) s 
From now on assume that the character afforded by Ξ is not equal to 
ω χ 1 
Lemma 1.4 If η € S and t α prime of F(£
n
), 11 г = 1 mod <in. TAen 
¿Л а ( п , г ) ^ е [ ^ ( с „ ) 7 ( ^ ( С п Г ) м ] с " , 
ЙЛ 2?„β(η) € Z/MZ[Go/(F(C„)/Q)]G". 
For a proof see Rubin ([Ru2]). 
Note that since г splits completely we have 
(Θ
ι[ΓΖ/ΜΖ t)G» = Z/MZ[Gal(F(C„)/Q)]G». 
Definition 1.8 Take F' = F(C
n
), and letneS,tbea prime of F(C
n
), 
ρ be a prime of F wth τ | ρ \ r = 1 mod dn. 
Then κ(η,ρ) e (F*/{F*)M)s is defined as the image of e
s
a(n,x)Dn 
under the above isomorphism. 
This image depends on p, and not on τ. 
We have 





)/Q)]G» = JV„Z/MZ[Gal(F/Q)]. 
This leads to the following definition. 






Define d(n) to be the largest divisor of M which divides i(n). 
These d(n)'s provide us, for suitable n, with annihilators of ideal classes 
of the Ξ components of the ideal class group as will appear at the end 
of this chapter. 
First we have to take a closer look at the ideal factorization of n(n, p). 
The following notation is used. Write I for the group of fractional ideals 
of F, so I = ®ili = Θ/ дц Ζλ. Let (y) denote the principal ideal and 
let [y] respectively [y]¡ be the projection in I/MI respectively It/MI¡. 
Proposition 1.2 V η e S and primes ρ of F with ρ \ г = 1 mod dn, 
there is a unique к(п,р) G (F*/(F*)M)s. such that 
i). к(п,р) = a(n,v)esDa mod (F(C
n
)*)M for every r of F(Çn) above p, 
ii). [к(п,р)]=6(п)р + ц
п
[к(п,р)]і in I/MI. 
Proof. All primes not dividing η are unramified in Ffc
n
)/F and 
(a(n, t)) = θ(ή)ν. So if /1 nr then [κ(η, ρ)]ι = 0. 
Definition 1.10 Let g¡ be a primitive root of (Z/IZ)* corresponding to 
the chosen generator σι of G¡. For К a number field, let λ be a prime 





(y) = 0} -> Z/(i - 1)Z 
by g¡ = и mod λ. 
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If / G S and λ a prime of F above I, extend this map to 
Фх • {У € F*/(F*)M : [у], = 0} -»« Z/MZ[G] 
by 
Ф\{у) = Σ " И У > mod M, 
where y is a lift of y to F* which is prime to I. 
Theorem 1.1 Let η € 5 and let p,p' be primes of F lying above distinct 
primes r = r' = 1 mod no?M. Let A(n) be the p-part of the ideal class 
group of -F(Cn)» o,nd suppose that there are primes Γ,Γ7 of F{Çn), above 
p, p' whose projections into Α{η)·= are the same. Then 
φ
ρ
(κ(η,ρ')) = S(nr) mod 6{n)Z/MZ[G]E. 
The results needed for proving this theorem are stated below. The proofs 
are similar as in Rubin, only prop. 1.4 (prop. 2.8 [Ru2]) needs an 
addition. Prop. 1.3 (prop. 2.7 [Ru2]) shall be explained, since this is 
the key result for the proof of this theorem. 
Lemma 1.5 Suppose m G Ζ and r £ S is prime, г = 1 mod 2m. Write 





{Ь) =x + mvT(-l/(aty.) mod t/2. 
b=l,b=a mod m,rfu 





s'(n,r) = £ M-\l{at)^T-\ mod M), 
a€Z,(a,dn)=l 
^(n , r, Ξ) = eB(cn - ac)s'(n, r), 
where t = (r — l)/dn. 
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We have the following relation: 
Lemma 1.6 If η E S and г = 1 mod ruf M, then 
DT9(nr,E) = 0'(n,r,~)ivV in Z/MZ[Go/(F(C„r)/Q)]. 
Remark 1.3 К we take π = 1 and q a prime congruent to 1 mod SM. 
Then 
Dqe(q,E) = e'(l,q,E)Nq. 
Recall S(q)Nq = Dg0(q,E). So we can compute S(q) since 
S(q)=0'(liq,E). 
We will see later that a Ξ component of the ideal class group is cyclic 
(as ZP[G]= module) if and only if there exists a prime q € S such that 
d(q) = 1. 
The next proposition gives the connection between the ideal factoriza-
tion and the residue classes modulo the next higher power of each prime 
divisor of Gauss sums. 
Proposition 1.3 Suppose η G S and ρ a prime of F such that 
ρ | г = 1 mod n&M. Then there is α π e F* such that 
[π]
Γ
 = ρ, [κ{η,ρ)/πδ(% = 0, and 
ф
р
(к(п,р)/п*Ы) = 6(пг). 
Proof. Fix a primitive r-th root of unity ζ
Γ
, and a prime t in .F(Cn) above 
p. Write & for the prime of F(£
n r
) above t. Use the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem to fix an element Π of {F(Çnr))*, integral at all primes above 
r, such that 
Π = Cr - 1 mod Я 2 and Π = 1 mod ЭГ 
for all r φ 1 in Gal(F(C„)/Q). 
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)/Q) act on μ^
η
 by ζ -> Ça and suppose ί = ^ , 
then (see lemma 1.1) 
ordRT-i (g(n, t, Cr)) = OTdjt(g{n, t, Cr))T = at. 
Prom Π = Cr - 1 mod Ш2 follows ord»(II) = 1, since -Р(Спг)/^(Сг) is 
unramified at r. Equivalently, ordRT-i (Пт~ ) = 1. 
This gives us 
(9(η,χ,ζΓ))/(π-γ = щ mod I T 1 . 
Since Пть = 1 mod Rr° for all α φ b, we abo have 
Wn.t.CrW/iir"1)·1 = (р(п,г,Сг))/(П^)'). 
Define a Galois-equivariant map 
^ { у е (ПСпг)Г : У « Prime to r -> Z/MZ[Gal(F(C„)/Q)]} 
by 
Ψ(ν) = Σ *ЛУ)Т mod M. 
T€Gal(F(C„)/Q) 
By the definition of s'(n, r): 














We have for y 6 F* prime to г, ф{у) = <j>p(y)Nn, because vx'{y) = v*{y) 
for all σ € F(Çn)/F. If we apply £>„ to both sides we get 
V(K(n,p)/n?n)^) = ¿(nr)JVn. 
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По is defined as follows: Prom ordR(II) = 1 follows ord t (II r l) = 1. 
Choose По € .F(Cn)* such that ord r(n0) = 1 and ord tT/(n0) = 0 for 
r ' € Gal(F(Cn)/F),r' φ 1. Then ord^II^") = 1 and o r d ^ n ^ " ) = 0 





(п,р)/п6Ы) = 5(пг). 
This finishes the proof. 
Proposition 1.4 Suppose η G S and ρ, ρ' are primes of F lying above 
distinct rational primes г = r' = 1 mod ruPM. Let A(n) be the p-part 
of the ideal class group of F{C,
n
) and suppose that there are primes t, r/ 
above p, p', whose projections into A(n)s are the same. Then 
К
(п,р')/к(п,р) 6 (F*fn\F*)M/(F*)M. 
Proof. The proof is similar as in Rubin ([Ru2]) with the addition that 
(E/EM)s is trivial if the character afforded by Ξ is not equal to ω χ 1, 
where E denotes the group of units in .F(Cn) (See [G]). 
Let A(n) be the p-part of the ideal class group of .F(£
n
) and Ξ an irre­
ducible Zp representation of G. Recall that the character afforded by Ξ 
is not equal to ω χ 1. We have the following application of Chebotarev 
which gives us the final ingredient to construct all the relations we need 
in the ideal class group. 
Theorem 1.2 Suppose k and η are positive integers, с € A(n)s, 
β e (F*/(F')M)s, t the largest divisor of M such that β e (F*Y/(F*)M. 
Then there are infinitely many primes λ of F, with λ | / such that: 
i). There is a prime of F(C„) above λ whose projection into A(n)s is 
c, 
it). I = 1 mod Mkn, 
Hi). [β]ι = 0 and there is а и G (Z/MZ)* such that φχ(β) = ute=. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to Rubin ([Ru2]) with the addition that 
Έ φ3®ω where Ξ denotes the contragredient (see property ix of the 
group representations), since G does not have a character ξ with ξ2 = ω. 
See also [Ru 4]. 
1.5 The minus class group 
1.5.1 Bernoull i numbers 
Definition 1.12 The ordinary Bernoulli numbers are defined by 
°° tn t t 
n=0 




\ a n ' x n \ ~ ¿-iefx'-l-
n=0 a=l 
We have the following properties: 
i). For χ = 1 and η Φ 1 we obtain the ordinary Bernoulli numbers, 
ii). If η = 1 we have Від = \ and B\ = — \, 
iii). If χ is not trivial with conductor ƒ then B\iX = j £ ¿ = 1 χ(α)α, 
if ƒ | η then Ì Σά=ι Χ(β)α = } E Í= i χ(α)β, 
iv). The defining relation for the B
n > x is an even function oft when χ is 
even, and odd when χ is odd. Therefore Bn¡x = 0 if η φ. δ
χ
 mod 2 
with the exception of η = 1, 
ν). Let X be a group of Dirichlet characters and К the associated 
field. Assume К is totally complex, then we have the class number 
formula (see [W]) 
h-(K) = Qw Π (-\віх)> 
xçx,x odd 
where w denotes the number of roots of unity in К and Q = 1 or 2. 
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1.5.2 Orders of Ξ components 
Lemma 1.7 If Ξ is an irreducible Z p representation of G and 







As before we assume that the character afforded by Ξ is not equal to 
ω χ 1. Recall 
i(n) € Z/MZ[G]S С 0/MO[G]z. 
If we decompose 0/MO[G\= in linear components we see that 
d(n) = dj(n) for all i, where a\(n) is the largest divisor of M which 
divides ij (π) G 0/MO[G]Pi = 0/MOePi. In fact the p¿ components of 
an (0[C?])= module are isomorphic (see chapter 2). By definition 
¿(1) = ε
Ξ
(σ0 - C l ) 5 ( l ) . 
This gives us 
* ( D = ePi{ac-cx) Σ, К * 
(a,d)=l 
= ( р і Ы - с О Б ^ - і е р , . 
If the conductor of p¿ is less than d, use property (iii) of the Bernoulli 
numbers. 
Since pi φ ω χ 1 we have pi(o-
c
) — c\ GO*. This implies 
6i{l)0/MO = Bhp-iO/MO, 
since Βι,ψ G О if ψ Φ (ωχ I ) " 1 . Now we can proceed as in Rubin 
([Ru2]) which gives us the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1.3 Suppose d{\)#(A=)p \ M, η G S, and с 6 A=. Let В 
denote the subgroup of A generated by the classes of primes of F dividing 
n. If d(n) | d(l) and с £ B-=, then there is a prime λ of F lying above 
I G S such that 
i). The projection of the class of λ into A= is c, 
ii). d(nl) | d(n) and d(n)/d(nl) annihilates с in Α=/Β·=. 
Proof. See [Ru2] 
Corollary 1.1 Suppose d(l)#(.A=)p | M and η € S. Let В denote the 
subgroup of A generated by the classes of primes of F dividing n. Then 
#(As/BE) | d(n)dimE. 
For a proof see Rubin ([Ru2]). Note that if c i , . . . , c* G As. generate 
As/Bs and Ci is the order of c¿ in Α·=Ι(Β-=, c i , . . . ,c¿_i) then 
since Ζ
Ρ
[ ( 7 ] Ξ is a free Z p module of rank dim Ξ. 
If we take η = 1 we get 




 I 4(l)2' r k° = ( p ^ V 1 ) ^ . 
Lemma 1.8 If the character afforded by the irreducible Z p representa­
tion E of G is equal to ω χ 1, then #A= = 1· 
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Proof. Let К = Q(Cp) and N = Gal(F/Ä") then, 
ε
ω
χΐ = ~ Σ ω χ 1(σ _ 1 )σ 
r€Gal(F/Q) 
1
 ' T€Gal(K/Q) 
By composing AK -*• A -> .A ·^ we have an isomorphism which sends [a] 
to [a]+W*\ so JVF/jfil = Ajp. 
Now use the well-known fact (see [W]) that {Ακ)ω is annihilated by 
ρΒ
ι<ω-ι =p-l mod p. 
For a, ò € 7ip write a ~ ò for a/b e Ζ*. 
Put everything together and use the class number formula to obtain: 
Theorem 1.4 For every odd character χ φ ω χ 1 of G, 
# ( 0 ® i4)
x








~ (ρ Π **)**> 
χ odd 
~ ( Π Si,x-0Z'rkO-
χ οάά,χ^ωχΐ 
So for all χ odd with χ φ ω x 1 we have 
# ( 0 ® Λ)
χ
 = (p0Td>BLx-i ) Z * r k 0 . 
From this theorem and the proof of the corollary it follows that 
#AB = d ( l ) d i m H , 
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ала using the same notation as in [Ru2], c¿ = (d(n¿_i)/d(nj)) for every 
i, and d(nfe) = 1 (see the remark made after th. 4.3 [Ru2]). This gives 
us a criterion to determine whether a χ component of the ideal class 
group is cyclic with χ linear. 
Lemma 1.9 Let Ξ be an irreducible Ъ
р
 representation, with Ξ = Σ/0»· 
Take M = pd(l)( A m Ξ ) + 1 or larger. Then 
(O ® A)Pi is cyclic <& there is a prime q E S with di(q) = 1. 
Proof. If A= is generated by one prime, then there is a prime q G S such 
that d(q) = d{n\) = 1 (take η = 1 in the proof of corollary 4.2 of [Ru2]). 
Suppose В is the subgroup of A generated by the classes of primes of F 





) | % ) d i m S = 1, 
which means that As is generated by primes above q, so every linear 
component is cyclic. 
If we take a prime q congruent to 1 mod d?M, we have S(q) = ^(1, q, Ξ) 
(see remark 1.3). This gives us using Pi(a
c
) — c\ € O*, 
ШО/МО = ( £ vq{-l/{at)\)p-l{a))OIMO. 
aeZ,(a,d)=l 
Unfortunately the prime q is very large. 
Note that in the same way the p-rank of As can be computed. 
If η = Ir, d(rì) = 1 and d(l) φ\φ d(r), then As is generated by primes 
above I and г so the p-rank equals 2 etc. 
So far this chapter has been dealing with the ideal class group of 
F = Q(Cd), where we assumed that ρ is a divisor of d. The next section 
will show that from this case we can deduce all other cases. 
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1.5.3 The general case 






 = (por*>B^)z>T*>. 
Proof. We simply adjoin ζ
ρ
 to F which gives us for F' = Q(Cpd) ала for 
all χ odd with χφω x.\ 
#(0<8>AF>)X = ( p o r d P B i . * - i ) z P r k 0 . 
Take χ = φ χ 1 with φ G Gal(F/Q), φ odd. Then similarly as in the 
proof of lemma 1.8 the Norm is surjective so 
# ( 0 ® A F ' W I = # ( 0 ® NAF,)i, = # ( 0 ® 4 F V 
Also 
#(0®Αρή
ψχ1 = (pord>Bi.*-ixi)ZP*0 = (po r dP*i,*-i)ZprkO 
Let cond(Jf) denote the minimal η such that if Ç Q(Cn)· This is possible 
since К is Abelian. 
Proposition 1.5 Let К be an arbitrary Abelian extension of Q with 
p\ 4>(condK) and let φ be an odd character of Gal(K/Q). Then 
# ( 0 ® Αχ)* = ( p 0 " ^ . * - 1 ) 2 " ' * 0 . 
Proof. Write F = Q(Ccond(A·))· Take a character φ of G = GaTCF/Q) 
with Gal(F/K) С кег ^. Note that these characters form the character 
group of Gal(Ä"/Q). 
Write G = QiaiN, with a¿ € G/JV then 
4 = ^NF/K( £ ^(σ^)σΓ1) 
" ~\G~\ FIK V 




Even characters and the 
ideal class group 
2.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter the odd components were treated, this chapter 
deals with the even components. It will be proved that if if is an Abelian 
number field and К С Q(Ccond(K)) with ρ \ <f>(cond(K)), then the number 
of elements of an even χ component of the ideal class group equals the 
number of elements of a χ component of the global units modulo the 
cyclotomic units. The main ingredient for the proof is theorem 4.1 of 
Rubin (see [Rul]). For some characters of a cyclotomic field a generator 
of the corresponding eigenspace will be given. This makes it possible to 
do explicit computations. 
2.2 Preliminaries 
In this section we will see that the cyclotomic units form an Euler sys­
tem, and a principal ideal «r is constructed out of the cyclotomic units. 
The following notation will be used. Let F = Q(Cd)+ and write G for its 
Galois group Gal(F/Q). Let S be the set of positive square free integers 
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which axe only divisible by primes I such that I mod M = 1 and I splits 
completely in F where M is a power of a fixed odd prime p. For every 
г € 5 write GT = Gal(F(¿tr)/F). 
As before ЛГ
Г
 = £ T € G r τ and Д = J$l\ ia\ 6 Z[G,]. 
Definition 2.1 TAe cyclotomic units of F are defined by taking the 
intersection with the global units of F and the group generated by 
{±&,1-Cîl K a < d - 1 } . 
Theorem 2.1 Write E for the global units and h for the class number 
ofF. Then 
[E : C] = 2bh, 
where 6 = 0 if g = 1 and b = 29~2 + 1 — g if g > 2, and g is the number 
of distinct prime factors of d. 
Proof. See [Sil]. 
For г € S define 
^ = (CdllO - i)(C7a ПС/ - D-
J|r I|r 
These cyclotomic units form an (universal) Euler system (see chapter 1) 
since they satisfy: 
i)· ir G F(Cr)·, 
ii). Щ
г
 = (Fn - l)£r / t. 
For the proof of (ii) use 
f[(s-C//3) =* ' - / * . 
¿=o 
From these cyclotomic units, a principal ideal in F (modulo M-th powers 
of ideals) is constructed in the following way. 
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Lemma 2.1 For every г £ S there is а к
г
 € F*/F* , such that 
M 
Kr = Drir mod {Ρ{μ
τ
γ ) . 
Proof. We have an exact sequence 
0 ->• F* ->• F* ->• F*/F*M -> 0, 
also 
0 -• (F'*)Gr -+ (F'*f' -» (F'*/F'*M)Gr ->· H^F'/^F'*), 
where F ' = Ffa
r
). This gives us using Hilbert 90 
F*/F*M ~(F(ßry/F^TyM)G'. 
Use this isomorphism and the fact that 
D^re(F^ry/F^ryMf', 
which can be proved using induction on the number of primes dividing 
г ([Rul]). 
2.3 Notation and definitions 
Prom now on we fix the following notation. 
ρ is an odd prime number and M is a large power of p. 
F = Q(Cd)+) where d is a positive integer such that ρ f4>{d). 
E denotes the global units of F and Ем axe the global units of F 
modulo EM. 
CM axe the cyclotomic units of F modulo EM. 




φ[ά)] С Q p(C 0( d )). 
Ξ denotes an irreducible Z p representation of G. 
Unless specified otherwise ® is taken over Zp. 
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Definition 2.2 Let M be a ZP[G] module, then О ® M is an 0[G] 
module by defining σ ( ι ® m) = χ ® στη. 
Lemma 2.2 Write Ξ = Σ pi. Decompose 
(0®M)3 = ®i(0®M)Pl. 
Then the (О ® M)Pi are isomorphic. 
Proof. As we saw in lemma 1.7 
Let σ G GalQp(C0(d))/Qp). Then σ(εΞ) = εΞ and σ(ε Λ ) = ερ». 
Furthermore σ permutes the ε
ρ
, in a transitive way. 
Suppose σ does not permute the ε
Ρ ι
 in a transitive way, then 
к к 
with the ePik in one orbit for all A. This implies that 
σ ( Σ ε Λ * ) = Σ ε ρ*· 
к к 
In other words £ f c Pi* is
 a
 character with values in Z p . This is in con­
tradiction with the assumption that Ξ is irreducible over Z p . 
Let the action of σ € GalQ,,(^(¿))/Qp) on Ο ® M be given by 
σ(χ ® m) = χσ ® m. 
For every σ G GalQp(^(¿))/Qp) there is an isomorphism 
{0®М)
р%*(0®М)рГ. 
Since σ acts transitively, they are all isomorphic. This finishes the proof. 
In the next section we will see that «i generates some eigenspaces of the 
cyclotomic units. For these spaces we can use the following theorem of 
Rubin ([Rul th. 4.1]). 
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T h e o r e m 2.2 Let Ξ be an irreducible Z p representation of G = Gal(F/Q) 
such that (См)з is generated by (KI)= as (Zp[G])s module. Write A for 
the p-part of the ideal class group of F. Then 
# A H | # ( ^ M / C M ) = . 
Proof. See [Rul]. Note that if {CM)=. is generated by (κι)= as (ZP[G])= 
module, then (using the notation of the proof) 
#(EM/CM)E = <i i m ~, 
since ZP[£T]= is a free Z p module of rank dim Ξ. 
2.4 The units 
Lemma 2.3 Let χ be a non trivial character of G, then (О ® Ем)
х
 is 
a cyclic О module. 
Proof. Etors = ± 1 . The Dirichlet Unit Theorem gives us E/Store is free 
of rank (Φψ- — 1) which implies 
Ем Й ©Wd)/2)-iZ/MZ. 
Also 
0®EM^ ®x(0 ® Я м ) х . 
If χ is the trivial character then (О ® Ем)
х
 does not contribute since 
ει(χ ® y) = χ ® iVy = a; ® 1. 
In a similar way as in [G] it can be proved that for χ a non trivial 
character 
dim OlpoiQ ® Ep)x = 1. 
Thus ( 0 ® EM)X is not trivial for every character χ φ 1. 
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This results in 
(O ® EM)X = О ® Z/MZ, 
since both decompositions have the same number of components. 
Corollary 2.1 i). (O ® См)
х
 is a cyclic О module, 
ii). (ΕΜ)Ξ and (CM)=. are cyclic Zp[G]s modules. 
Proof. Since EM/CM is finite we have (i). (ΕΜ)Έ, is cyclic because any 
linear component has rank one (they are all isomorphic) and in the same 
way as in (i) this implies that (См)Ξ is cyclic. 
Proposi t ion 2.1 We have for all the characters of Gal(F/Q) of con­
ductor d that (O ® CM)X »* generated by (1 ® «ι)χ, where 
кіИі-CdXi-C1)-
Proof. Write d = g"1..^"'. In F we have the following generators for 
the cyclotomic units: 
¿) (1
-
cn,? ) (1-cñV j ) 
with at least one mj = 0, 
й > (1-сп;.,.? )(1-сп1иг ) 
and none of the m j ' s are zero. 
The units under i) belong to subfields of F and they do not contribute 
to ( 0 ® CM)X-
This can be derived as follows: suppose the mi, ...,mf in i) are zero. 
Write a = g" l...ç"',o = q™£il— q™'. Using the isomorphism 
Gal(Q(Cd)/Q) as Gal(Q(C)/Q) x Gal(Q(C / e) /Q) 
we can decompose \¿ as χ
α




- ± - Σ х(°) ® (i - Сь)(і - ζϊΎ" = 
1
 ' <r€G+ 
I I σι <Г2 
where σι G Gal(Q(C0)/Q) and σ2 G Gal(Q(Cd/0)/Q). 
Since Σσι Χο(σι) = 0, the units as mentioned in i) can be neglected. 





- С = " П (1 - C
n
0+mi) for m | n. 
j=0 
Write Uj=i Яр = a then 




= Σ Χ(σ)(1®«ι)χ· 
aeGalF/Q(Ç«)+ 
Remark 2.1 If d = qr with g prime then the above lemma holds for 
every non trivial character. The cyclotomic units in Q(Cgr)+ are gen-
erated by the units described in (ii), thus (О ® См)х is generated by 
(1 ® «ι)χ for every χ. 
Corollary 2.2 If Ξ = Σ ι ft t"*^* /л = ^ / o r °H ¿, ¿Леп (CM)E is gen­
erated (as Zp[G\-module) by («i)=· If d = qr with q prime, then (CM)S 
is generated by («і)= for all irreducible Zp representations of G. 
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Now we can apply theorem 2.2 for those representations where (CM)S 
is generated by (κι)
Ξ
· The other cases are satisfied by induction on the 
number of primes dividing d. 
2.5 An induction argument 
Write A for the p-part of the ideal class group of F. Our aim is to proof 
that for all characters in G we have 
#(0®A)X = #(0®EM/CM)X. 
It is sufficient to prove that for all Zp irreducible representations Ξ of G 
we have 
#(4)s = #(EM/CM)s, 
since the linear components are isomorphic (see lemma 2.2). 







for all linear characters of Gal(F/Q). 
Proof. We know that {CM)E is generated by («i)= for all irreducible Zp 
representations of G. Thus using theorem 2.2 we have 
#Λ
Ξ
 I #{EM/CM)*. 




In the same way we obtain 
Lemma 2.4 If d is divisible by more than one prime and Ξ = 5Z» Pi 
with fPi = d for all i, then 
#Α
Έ
 | #(EM/CMh. 
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Now we are ready for the induction argument. 
Theorem 2.3 Let F = Q(0¿)+ and ρ \ φ(ά). Then for all irreducible 




Proof. Write d = g" 1 . . . g"'. For К = Q(C?», ) + we already know that 
where Ξ is an irreducible Z p representation of Gal(Q(C»i)+/Q)· 
Suppose we have for all К = Q(Cni · · · С пз ) + w i^th j < I — 1 and for all 






If we take an arbitrary irreducible Zp representations of G we have the 
following two possibilities: 
i). Ξ = Σ Pi with /ρ, = d for all i, 
ii). Ξ is an irreducible representation of a cyclotomic subfield. 
In case (i) apply lemma 2.4. This gives 
#л=і#(Ям/ед=. 
In case (ii) we have N С ker Ξ for a normal subgroup N of G, since Ξ is 
an irreducible Z p representation of G/N if and only if Ξ is an irreducible 
Zp representation of G with N С ker Ξ. 
Write G/N = Gal(Q(C »χ -, ) + /Q) and N = Gal(F/Ä"). 















which sends an element χ to x ^ ^ l , we have 
NF/K(EFM/CFM) = {EKU/CKM) and in the same way NF/KAF = AK, 
since ρ \[F:K]. So 




) = #(EFM/CFM)S. 
This gives for all irreducible Z p representations of G 
#A3\#(EM/CM)S-
From the class number formula it follows that the numbers of elements 
are equal. 
Just as in chapter 1, we can extend the results on the cyclotomic fields 
to an arbitrary Abelian field K, with ρ f cond (К). 
2.6 К real Abelian 
Let К be a real Abelian field such that ρ \ cond (K). Write 
F = Q(Ccond (K))+ and let χ be a character of G such that 
Gal(F/K)C ker* . 
Write G = ©¿σ,-Ζν with a¿ e G/N. Then 





with x(Ng) = χ(σ). 
Since the norm is surjective we get 
# ( 0 ® AKfe = # ( 0 ® (Я* Ы(<?*)м)*· 
In the next section I will give, following Washington (see [W]), a criterion 
for computing (ΕΜ/ΟΜ)Ξ· 
2.7 When is {EM/CM)E trivial? 
Let Ξ be an irreducible Z p representation of G = Gal(Q(Çd)+/Q) with 
ρ\ φ(ά) such that («i)= generates (CM)E· Then 
(Ем/См)з non trivial ·»· («і)= is a p-th power of a unit of Q(Cd)+· 
Proposition 2.3 If ρ \ d, write Ь = ^, ía&e α prime I such that 
1 = 1 mod d and к such that I = kd + 1. Let t be an integer such that 
(t, I) = 1, i*6 ^ 1 mod i and let X be a prime of Q(Cd) аію е / sucA ίΛαί 
t* = Cd mod λ. Define 
Q= Π (l-í0*)^»-0 . 
(a,d)=l 
ТЛеп 
(«i)2 w α ρ-ίΛ power mod X ·*» Q*' = 1 mod I. 
Proof. Since tkb φ 1 mod / and i*d = 1 mod I it follows that tk is a d-th 
root of unity mod λ. Since I splits completely in Q(C<j) w e know that the 
primes above / are of the form (I, a — ζα), where о mod / is of order d, 
so there exists a prime Л above I such that tk = Q mod Л. Since I splits 
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completely we have that Ζ[£<(]/λ is cyclic of order l — l = kd. Prom this 
follows 
Qkb = 1 mod J «-»· Q is a p-th power mod λ. 
Since 
(Ki)! ( d ) / 2= Π ( i-C5) s ( f f · - 0 . 
(M)=i 
we have 
(Kl)Ì{d)/2 = Q mod λ, 
and 
(«i)s is a i>-tb power •** («χ)
Ξ
 is a p-th power. 
Remark 2.2 If Ξ = J2 Pi w i^tb fPi = m, for all г, then there is a field 
К = Q(Cm) such that 
#(EKu/CKu)È = #(EFM/CFM)S 
and Ξ = Σ Фі w i*b Ui = т. 
In this way we can also compute {EFM/CFM)~. if Ξ belongs to a cyclo-
tomic subfield of F. Of course the same can be done for К real Abelian 
with ρ f ^ o m d )(jc). 
In chapter 3 I will use this to investigate the structure of the tame kernel 
of some quadratic number fields. 
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Chapter 3 
Applications to if-theory 
3.1 Introduction 
For F an Abelian number field and ρ an odd prime, which is unramified 
in F and does not divide the degree [F : Q], it will be showed that the 
p-rank of the Ä2 of the ring of integers of F equals the p-rank of an 
eigenspace of the ideal class group of F((p). In this way we can apply 
the results of the preceding chapters to compute the p-rank of the tame 
kernel. Also upper and lower bounds of the p-rank of the tame kernel 
will be given. 
Computations are made for the tame kernel of a real quadratic num-
ber field and for the tame kernel of the maximal real cyclotomic sub-
field. For the tame kernel of a real quadratic number field we find 
that with the exception of a few unsolved cases the p-rank of the K2 
of the ring of integers of a real quadratic number field with discrim-
inant less than 20000 is always cyclic, where ρ is an odd prime such 
that ρ \ disc(F)<p(cond(F(Çp))). Under certain restrictions the condition 
ρ \ disc(F) can be removed. I cannot prove that the p-rank of the tame 
kernel of a real quadratic number field is always cyclic. Such a proof 
would imply that the eigenspace of the corresponding ideal class group is 
also always cyclic. J. Browkin told me recently that for ρ = 5 a counter 
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example can be constructed. A possible candidate will be given using 
work of [Mes]. 
3.2 Preliminaries 
In this section I introduce some facts which will be needed in the sequel. 
K-iheory is discussed separately in the next section. All the material of 
this section can be found in [W]. 
Definition 3.1 Let χ be a Dirichlet character of conductor f. The 
L-series attached to χ is defined by 
£(*,*) = Σ ^ , я Ф ) > і · 
n=l 
L(s, χ) may be continued analytically to the whole complex plane, except 
for a simple pole at s = 1 when χ = 1. 
Definition 3.2 For К a number field and Οχ its ring of integers, the 
Dedekind zeta function is defined by 
с*м = Σ ÑL·' R<*) > ι· 
α ideai ¿0, aÇOK к ' 
ζκ (s) may be continued analytically to the whole complex plane, except 
for a simple pole at s = 1. 
Theorem 3.1 Let К be an Abelian number field, X the character group 
of K, and CK(S) the Dedekind zeta function of K. Then 
C*(*)= UL(8,x). 
Since 
L{\ - η,χ) = —^ЬХ f
or n




Cr(-l) = Π -ψ-
xex
 z 





 = -ψ- mod p. 
For the proof of this lemma we need two properties of the p-adic L-
functions, namely: 
i). Let χ be a Dirichlet character. Then there exists a p-adic mero-
morphic (analytic if χ Φ 1) function Lp(s, χ) on 
{s e Cp | | s |< p-Vfo-i)} such that 
Lp(l - n,x) = - ( 1 - χω-η{ρ)ρη-1)^^-, η > 1, 
η 
ii). Suppose χ φ 1, ρ 2 \ f
x
. Let m, η £ Ζ. Then 
Lp{m, χ) = Lp(n, χ) mod p. 
Property (i) gives us: 
Lp(0,u2x) = -BhlJX, 
Lp(-l,u2x) = -B2tX/2. 
Now use (ii). 
3.3 Facts about K2 
Let R be a commutative ring. Let e^ - € (?L(n, i?) denote the elementary 
matrix with entry λ in the (i, j)-th place, where λ € R. The Steinberg 
group, denned below, imitates the behaviour of elementary matrices. 
Definition 3.3 Let R be a commutative ring. For η > 3 the Steinberg 
group St(n, R) is defined by generators i ^ subject to the relations: 
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i) χ* χ? = χ^μ 
«λ ι*φ
χ,!ι\ = 4μ foriti, 
Hi), [a^,xju] = 1}отіфк,іф I. 
We have a homomorphism 
</>:5і(п,Л) ->-G7(n,Ä) 
defined by 0(зф) = e^. Passing to the direct limit we obtain corre­
sponding groups and a corresponding homomorphism: 
φ : St(R) -> GL{R). 
Definition 3.4 The kernel of the homomorphism φ : St(R) -¥ GL{R) 
will be called K2R. 
Proposition 3.1 The group K-¿R is the center of the Steinberg group 
St(R). 
Proof. See [Mi]. 
Definition 3.5 Let F be a field and A an Abelian group. A Steinberg 
symbol on F is a bimultiplicative symbol c(x, y) with с : F* χ F* -* A 
satisfying c(x, 1 — x) = 1. 
Theorem 3.2 The Abelian group Ä2CF) has a presentation, in terms 
of generators and relations, as follows. The given generators {x,y}, 
with x,y 6 F*, are subject only to the following relations and their 
consequences: 
i). {x, 1 - a;} = 1 for χ φ 0,1, 
H). {xz,y} = {x,y}{z,y}, 
iii). {x,zy} = {x,z}{x,y}. 
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This theorem is due to Matsumoto. For a proof see ([Mi]). 
The theorem of Matsumoto states that (x,y) *-+ {x,y} € K2(F) is the 
universal Steinberg symbol on a field F. 
Lemma 3.2 If F is a finite field, then {x, y} = 1 for all χ and y. 
Proof. See [Mi]. 
Lemma 3.3 Suppose ν is a discrete valuation on F and let ρ be the 






defines a Steinberg symbol dy on F* with values in k*. 
Proof. See [Mi]. 
The symbol d
v
 is called the tame symbol. For each finite prime ρ it 
induces a map 
Tp : K2{F) -» k*p. 
Together they give a surjective homomorphism (see[Mi]) 
r:K2(F)->®k;. 
Ρ 
The kernel of r is called the tame kernel. 
Theorem 3.3 For the ring of integers OF of F the tame kernel coin­
cides with K2(OF)· 
Proof. Let Л be a Dedekind domain, ρ a maximal ideal of R, and F its 
quotient field. Then there exist a long exact sequence 
· · · -4 фК2(кр) -+ K2(R) -> K2(F) Λ 0 f c ; -• -·· 
Ρ Ρ 
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For F a number field one has from lemma 3.2 K2(kp) = 0. Moreover, τ 
is surjective. Thus we obtain the short exact sequence 
0 -> K2(0F) -+ K2(F) -»• 0 fcp* -> 0. 
p 
Theorem 3.4 ТЛе íame kernel KZ{OF) is a finite Abelian group. 
Proof. Obviously the group is Abelian since it is the center of the Stein-
berg group. For the proof of finiteness see [Ga]. 
Theorem 3.5 Let F be a totally real number field and ρ an odd prime. 
Then the p-part of #K.2{OF) equals the p-part of W2(F)(p(—1), where 




Proof. See [Wi]. 
Lemma 3.4 Let F be a number field and ρ a prime such that 
p\6 disc(F). Then the p-primary part ofu>2(F) is trivial. For 
F = Q(Cn), we have iu2(F) = w2(F+) = lcm(24,2n). 
Proof. (See [L-M]) The p-primary part of 102(F) is pn, where η is the 
largest integer for which Gal(F(£pn)/F) has exponent 2. Now if 
ρ f disc(F), then [F(CP») : F] = рп~г(р - 1). So for ρ = 2 we have 
η = 3, and for ρ = 3 we have η = 1. If F = Q(Cn) and pT \ n, pr+1 f η 
then [F(Cpn) : F] = pn~T. This gives 102(F) = lcm(24,2n). 
Definition 3.6 Define λ
ρ
 os the homomorphism induced by the Hilbert 
symbol ( , /р)г> where ρ is real infinite. Then Xp induces a surjective 
homomorphism (see [K]): 
K2(OF) -»· 0 μι-
ρ real infinite 
Now K2(OF) is defined as the kernel of the above homomorphism. 
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3.4 Some exact sequences 
We have the following exact sequence which relates the tame kernel to 
an ideal class group (See [K]). 
Theorem 3.6 Let η = ρΓ, η > 3 with ρ prime and r a positive integer. 
For F a number field, with ζ
η
 £ F, we have 
0^μ
η
® Cl{0F[\]) -> K?(0F)/n -> 0 M n -• μη -• 0. 
p\p 
Cl(0F[h]) denotes the ideal class group where the primes above ρ are 
trivial. 
For example, if F is the cyclotomic field Q(Cp) w e have 
Κ2(Ζ[ζρ])/ρ*μρ®01(Ζ[ζρ]), 
since the prime above ρ is trivial in 01(Ζ[ζ
ρ
]). 
If F does not contain a primitive p-th root of unity, we have the following 
relation (See [K]). 
Theorem 3.7 Let ρ be an odd prime, F a number field and ζ
ρ
 a prim­
itive p-th root of unity. Suppose ζ
ρ
 £ F, then 
0 -• (μ
ρ
 ® C/(0F ( Ç p )[i])) r ^ K20F/p -> 0 μ
ρ
 ->· 0. 
pes' 
Here Γ = Gal(F(Cp)/F) and S' is the set ofp-adic primes of F which 
split completely in F(CP). 
For example, if the ramification index of ρ in F is less than ρ — 1, we 
have an isomorphism 
( ^ ® C / ( 0 F ( Ç p ) [ i ] ) ) r ^K20F/p, 
since S' is empty due to complete ramification of ρ in Q(Cp)· 
If F is Abelian and ρ does not ramify in F, we can simplify even more. 
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3.5 F Abelian 
Prom now on the following notation will be used. Fix an odd prime ρ 
such that ρ \ disc(F)[F : Q]. Let К = F(CP) and write OK for its ring 
of integers. Let Г = Gal(i<r/F) be as before and write G for Gal(Ä"/Q). 




]. Write A for the p-part of 
the ideal class group of K. 
If we view ε
ω
< as an element of 0[G], we get for H a ZP[G] module 
xeGal(F/Q) 
This can be proved by using ExeG¿¡(^yQ) ε
χ
 = 1. 
Lemma 3.5 Let W be the subgroup ο/01(Ορ(ζ
ρ
)) generated by the primes 
above p, then (μ
ρ
 ® W)r = {W/W^-x. 
Proof. 
bp®W)T S fap®W/Wpf 
= {С®* Ι ζ^®χσ = ζ®χ, а е Г } 
= {С®* Ι ζ®χσ = ζ®χω~1{σ\ а е Г } 
* {χ \ χσ = χω~^σ\ V σ G Γ} 
In exactly the same way it can be proved (see [G]), that 
(μρ®α(0
Ρ{ςι>))τ Si{A/(Af)u-i. 
In combination with the following proposition we obtain that the p-rank 
of Ki (Of) equals the p-rank of an eigenspace of the p-part of CI (Ορ(ς ) ) · 
Proposition 3.2 We have an isomorphism 
(μ
ρ
 ® Cl{0K))T й {μ, ® Cl{0K[$))T. 
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Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
о _> ψ -> Cl(0FiCp)) -> Cl(0FiM[i]) -> 0, 
where W is the subgroup of С1(Ок) generated by the primes above p. 
Taking the tensor product and Galois invariants we obtain the exact 
sequence 
(μρ ® Wf -• (μ
ρ
 ® Cl(0K)f -* (μ, ® Cï(Ojr[J]))r - • 0. 
Use the isomorphism (μ
ρ
 ® W) r Sä (PF/W^-i . By definition we have 
for a generator Ρ of {W/W^-i that P» = P"" 1 * ' ' for all σ 6 Г. Also 
the primes above ρ in F are completely ramified in K, since ρ \ disc(F). 
So every generator Ρ of (W/Wp)
u
-i is fixed for all σ € Г. In other 
words, (μ
ρ
 ® W)T is trivial because Ρ lies in two different eigenspaces 
which are disjoint. 
This gives us: 
Proposition 3.3 i). (Α/Αρ)
ω
-ι 3 K20F/p, 
ii). Α
ω
-\ cyclic <=• K20F{p} cyclic, 
Hi). //pt</>(cond(F(Cp))), then 
# Й / ^ І - І Е #K20F{p} mod p. 
Proof. For the proof decompose K20F{p} as K20F+{p} @K20F{p). 
Using the results of chapter 1 and 2 we have 
#(AL-i = p £ * — o r d > i W 1 .#(Eb/c£L-i . 
In particular if F is real we have #(yl)J_! = p^x*v*nor * ι,«*-1 a^j 
(using(i)) 
#Ä , 2O f .+{p}s#(i4)J_1modp. 
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Thus 
# № / < & L - i = #(A)U = #K20p{p} mod p. 
We can make upper and lower bounds for the p-rank of the tame kernel. 
For F real these bounds are more exact than for F complex. I am unable 
to compute the number of elements of an eigenspace of the units modulo 
the cyclotomic units, so an upper bound for F complex has to be given 
with Bernoulli numbers. The idea behind using Bernoulli numbers for 
the even components is the reflection principle, which relates an odd and 
an even component in the following way (see [G]). 









 < 1. 









-і < 1. 
Corollary 3.1 For F a totally real Abelian field with ρ as above 
η < p-rk K2(0F) < 5Z οηΙρΒχμχ-ι, 
χ even 
where η is the number of χ S Gal(F/Q) such that 0ΓάρΒ1ωχ-ι φ 0. 
For F not totally real 
m + η < p-rk K2(0F) < 5Z ordPBi,u*x+ Σ ordpB\^x-^ 
χ odd X even 




- ι t* α p-th 
power mQ(Cp,Ccond(F))· 
In the next section I will apply these results to compute the structure 
of the tame kernel of a real quadratic field. Browkin gave me a list of 
all unsolved structures of the tame kernel where F has discriminant less 
than 20000. Most of them are cyclic, but there remain a few cases which 
I am unable to solve. 
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3.6 The tame kernel of a real quadratic number 
field 
Let F be real quadratic, write OF for its ring of integers and let ρ be a 
prime with ρ f 6 àisc(F)<l>(cond(F((p))). Let χ be the quadratic character 
of F. As we have seen 
and
 B 
Β1,ωχ-ι = 2% m o d P· 
For χ = 1 we have Вгд = | , so B\^ is not divisible by ρ for ρ > 5. 
From theorem 3.5 and lemma 3.4 it follows that the p-part of #K2(OF) 
equals the p-part of Дг,*· If a, power of ρ divides Βζ,χ, we can use the 
following lemma. 
L e m m a 3.6 Let I be a positive integer equal to οτάρΒχ^^χ. Then 
0 < p-rank KìOp < η 
with η = min{l, ordpB2iX}. 
This implies 
ordpB l iU,x-i = 1 =*• K2OF{P} cycUc. 
Write dp for the discriminant of F then /
ωχ









-ι is equivalent to 
o=l,(a,pdjr)=l 
since ω(α) = ap mod p 3 . 
Note that if we want to examine ρ = 3, we also have to compute B\^. 
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Remarle 3.1 I assumed that ρ \ 0(cond(.F(£p))) but as already men­
tioned before this also works for ρ \ [K : Q], where if is an imaginary 
Abelian extension of Q. If we take К = Q{CP)F1 then the assumption 
of [M-W] is fulfilled. 
Now the cases remain where p 2 divides i?i>a,x-i. If ρ | <^(cond(F(CP))), 
we cannot proceed. This gives the following unsolved cases where (d,p) 




For the other cases we will use the reflection principle. 








 has to be cyclic. 
Let d = disc(F), L = Q(Cpd) and Κ = Ρ{ζρ). Then ω2χ is an even 




 generates (CLM)*2X- Also 
#(EtJcV<Sx = #(EtJ°KM)^ 
so 









 is not a p-th power of a unit in L+ gives the 
following lemma (See prop. 2.3). 
L e m m a 3.7 Take 1 = 1 mod pd, say I = kpd+1 and let t be an integer 
such that (t,l) = 1, tkd ψ 1 mod I. Let X be a prime of Q(Cpd) above I 
such that tk =. £pd mod λ. Define 






 is a p-th power mod λ «Φ· Qkd = 1 mod I. 
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Proof. See prop. 2.3. 
Note 
((«IL·*)**"0'2 = Π (ΐ-£ιΓ , χ ( *·- ι ) 
(OJMÍ)=1 
= Π ( i - c y a , , ~ 3 x ( a ) m o d £ ; p · 
(e jx i )=l 
Define 
ζ
·= Π ( i-&) e P _ 3 * ( a ) m o d £ ; p · 
(a,pd)=l 
Then Ζ = Q mod λ. 
Furthermore, 




 is a p-th power. 




 is trivial, there are 5 cases 




 is not a p-th 








 is not 
trivial, but I am unable to prove it. For these 5 cases the following 
lemma will be applied which can be found in chapter 1. 









 is cyclic ·4Φ there is a prime q = l mod dM such that d(q) = 1. 
For q = l mod #M we have 
d(q)Z/MZ = ( £ ^(-l/(o*)!Vx(a))Z/MZ. 
o€(Z/dZ)* 
We have to prove that there exists a prime q = \ mod <PM such that 
P\ Σ Μ-1/(αί)!)χ(α)ο. 
ae(Z/<¿Z)· 
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Those primes q are very large. For example, for (7741,7) we have to try 
the prime 1085683145711627. So this is not a realistic method, unless 
the term vq{—l/(at)\) can be simpified or M can be chosen smaller. 




We still have the cases where ρ | disc (F). It will turn out that we can 
apply all the methods described above, as long as ρ φ 5 and F φ Q(y/p) 
for ρ = 1 mod 4. 
3.6.1 ρ I disc (F) 
Let d be equal to disc (F), take L = Q(Cd), and К = F(CP). 
Since ep(F) = 2 we have in the exact sequence of theorem 3.7 that S' is 

















 ® Cl(0K))T -++ (μρ ® СІ(Ок[-]))Г-
Ρ 
To be able to apply the described methods we need: 
i). Gal(AT/Q) ä Gal(F/Q) χ Gal(Q(CP)/Q), 
ii). ω-1 χ is a primitive character of conductor pd, 
iii). ω2χ is a primitive character of conductor pd. 
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The first condition is satisfied as long as F Φ Q(>/p) for ρ Ξ 1 mod 4. 
The second condition is satisfied for all fields F φ Q(y/p) for 
ρ = 1 mod 4. This can be seen as follows: 
The order of ω~ιχ is ρ — 1, so it is a primitive character of a subfield of 
degree ρ — 1 over Q or of К itself. The only field in which the conductor 
would be less than pd is Q(Cp)· This can only be the case if F = Q(y/p), 
for ρ Ξ 1 mod 4. 
The third condition is satisfied as long as ρ φ 5 and F Φ Q(>/p) for 
ρ = 1 mod 4. We have that ω2χ corresponds at least to an extension 
of degree l c m i 2 ^ ) , 2) over Q. If ρ = 3 mod 4 proceed in the same way 
as in (ii). For p = l mod 4, the only extension which would force the 
conductor to be less than d is Q(Cp + CjT1) for ρ > 5. This can only be 
the case if F = Q{\/p), for ρ = 1 mod 4. 
For ρ = 5 the corresponding field is a quadratic subfield in which the 
conductor is less than pd. For example, if χ is the character correspond­
ing to Q(-
v
/15) and ω2 the character corresponding to Q(\/5), then ω2χ 
is the character corresponding to Q(^/3). 
For ρ | disc (F) there is only one unsolved case namely (7945,7). 
Putting everything together we get the following list of unsolved cases 
for disc (F) less than 20000: 
(11861,7) (6497,11) (18921,13) 
(7741,7) (10088,7) (13465,7) 
(17160,7) (13521,17) (7945,7) 
For all the other cases we have that the p-Sylow subgroup of the tame 
kernel is cyclic. 














3.6.2 A possible counter example for ρ = 5 
Browkin pointed out to me that in [Mes] it has been proven using the 
theory of elliptic curves that there are infinitely many real and imaginary 
quadratic fields whose 5-rank of the ideal class group equals or is larger 
than 3. Mestre constructs a field К = Q(y), where у is given by the 
elliptic curve 
y2 = 42(448766011 - 133597561)(9261z2 - 6061). 
In this equation χ is defined by 
C4Z4 + C3Z3 + C2Z2 + c\z + cp 
X
 ~ 5167944494559(4883562662z + 922989409)(llz - 29)z' 
Here со = 343898806423252015354080, 
<H = -411804539876837130626339, 
c2 = -642297925780193483509181, 
C3 = 826467660375890872281118, and 
c4 = 1385160622615364964251520. 
In order to obtain that the 5-rank of К is larger than or equal to 3, the 
following conditions on ζ are given: 
ζ = 0 mod 11 · 19 · 29, ζ ψ ±86 mod 419 and ζ = 1 mod 163 · 701 • 1277. 
Theorem 5.5 of [B] says that the 5-rank of the tame kernel of a real 
quadratic number field Q{Vd) is larger than or equal to the 5-rank of 
the ideal class group of Q(v/5d). So we need to find a ζ satisfying the 
above conditions and such that 5 | y. 
A possible ζ would be 163 · 701 · 1277 · (5993 + 6061 · 4) + 1. Then 
ζ mod (11 · 19 · 29) = 0 and ζ mod 419 is not equal to ±86. Thus the 
5-rank of К = Q(y) is equal to or larger than 3. 
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This gives that the 5-rank of the tame kernel of K2Q{Vd) is not cyclic, 
with d as above. This is a possible counter example, because 5 may 
divide ф{ cond Q(d)). For the smaller primes in the prime factorization 
5 does not divide ф( cond Q(d)). For the bigger primes in the prime 
factorisation I do not know this. 
In the same way as is done for a real quadratic number field, we can 
look at the tame kernel of an imaginary quadratic number field. I will 
briefly discuss this. 
3.7 The tame kernel of an imaginary quadratic 
number field 




χ1 = 1 for ρ > 5. So #{Α)ω-ι = #{Α)ω-ιχ. 
If L = Q(Cpd) with d = | disc(F) |, then 
(«iL·- 1* is a P"th power of a unit in L+ -ΦΦ· K2{Op){p} non trivial. 
A faster way to obtain results, is to use the reflection principle first and 
then to look at the units. 
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 < 1. We know 
So if ρ I J51)U,-2X, ρ
2
 \ BitU-2x then (А)Ш2Х is cyclic, which implies that 
Ä 2 0 F { P } is cyclic or trivial. 









is a p-th power of a unit in L+. 
Remark 3.3 For ρ | disc (F) everything works as long as F φ Q(Vp) 
for ρ = 3 mod 4 and ρ Φ 5. 
In the next section a list of the size of Ä2Z[£n + Cñ1] for η < 100 will 
be given and ranks will be computed. 
3.8 The tame kernel of the maximal real sub-
field of a cyclotomic field 
In the first column we have Κ2Ζ[ζ
η
 + ζ~1], in the second column the 
prime factorization of the number of elements of Κ2Ζ[ζ„ + ζ'1] and in 
the third column the ranks. 
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гк2=31, гкз=1, rk13=l, 
гк3і=2,гк42і=2 
гк2=20,гк5=1 
3.8.1 Computational remarks 
The number of elements of the tame kernel have been computed using 
theorem 3.5 and lemma 3.4. The number of elements for η = 83,89,97 
were sent to me by Browkin, who on his turn received tables from Het-
tling of W2(F)CF(—1) for all subfields F of the maximal real subfield of 
Q(Cn) where η < 100. 
A "?" denotes that I do not know the structure completely. The size of 
the class numbers used in the sequel can be found in [W]. 
If ρ is an odd prime such that a power of ρ divides the number of 




For some cases the rank follows directly from: 
•Βι,ωχ = -ψ- mod p. 
For the other cases we will compute Β\^
χ
 for several χ. Note that it 
is not necessary to compute all the Bernoulli numbers. This follows 
from: Gal(Qp(^(
n
))/Qp) is generated by the Frobenius automorphism 
σ which sends ζ —>· ζρ. In lemma 2.2 it is proved that σ permutes the 
linear characters that occur in the decomposition of an irreducible Z p 
representation, and that the corresponding eigenspaces are isomorphic. 
In other words, the p-valuations of the corresponding Bernoulli numbers 
are equal. So in most cases it will be sufficient to look at the characters 
with values in Q p . The following example illustrates this. 
E x a m p l e 3.1 For η = 41 we have that 31 2 divides the number of 
elements. If r is an even character of Gal(Q(£4i)/Q) then the val­
ues of ω τ " 1 belong to Q3i(C2o)· Since Q3i(C2o)/Q3i is an extension 
of degree 2, we obtain that the following characters occur in pairs: 
(т,т"),(т3,т™),(т5У5),(т7У7)(т»,т"). 
So if 31 does not divide one of the remaining Bernoulli numbers then 
the 31-rank of the tame kernel is 2. In this case 31 did divide only one 
of them and 31 2 did not, so the 31-rank of Κ2[Ζζα + ζ^ι] equals 1. 
Using 





we see that the p-rank of the tame kernel is built by the p-ranks of the 
tame kernels of the cyclotomic subfields. 
As an example consider η = 64. Here we have that 3 2 divides the number 
of elements. For η = 32 we have that the 3-rank equals 2. Thus for [64] 
the 3-rank must be equal to 2. 
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This can also be derived using the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.9 Let EJF be a Galois extension with group Γ. Let S be a 
set of primes of F containing the infinite primes, and let Τ consist of 
the primes of E above the primes in S. Then 
K2(0F,s)/n~(K2(0EtT)/n)r 
is an isomorphism if η and | Γ | are relative prime. 
Proof. See [K]. 
This lemma can also be used for the prime ρ — 2. 
Example 3.2 For η = 69 we have that 22 4 divides the number of ele­
ments, where the 2-rank is equal to 22. 
Browkin computed that the 8-rank of Ä2(0Q(./69)) = 1· 
К we take F = Q(v/69) and E = QÍCeg + C«1). i* follows that the 8-rank 
of [69] is 1. 
For the 2-rank of the tame kernel we have used the following formula 
from Keune (see [K]), where 0F denotes the ring of integers of a number 
field F, 
xk2{K20F) = Tk2Cl{0F[%\) + r2 + r - 1. 
Here r2 denotes the number of primes of F above 2 and г is the number 
of real infinite primes of F. 
If ρ is odd and divides ηφ(ή) we have to use theorems 3.6, 3.7 and the 
following exact sequence which can be derived from theorem 3.6 (See 
theorem 6.6 of [K]). 
Let ρ be an odd prime, or ρ = 2 and F contains ¿ о г ^ - 2. Write Г 
for Gal(F(Çpr)/F) and let Zp denote the decomposition group of ρ in 
F(Cpr)/F, then 
0 -> (ßpr®Cl(0Fi<pr)[^]))r -»• K+(0F)/pr -* φ ( / ν )
ζ
, -> О )г -> 0. 
РІР 
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Proof. Let S be the set of primes of F containing the infinite primes 
and the finite primes p for which N(p) — 1 and the ramification index ep 
of p in F(Cpr)/F are not relative prime and let Τ denote the primes of 
F(Cpr) above S. Then 
(K?(0F(cpr),T))r=K+(0Fis). 




/ )о f° r the 
kernel of 
q|p 
then ( © φ /v)o *s a cohomologically trivial Г-module. For proofs of the 
assertions see [K]. 
From now on suppose ρ is odd. 
If ρ | η with F = Q(Cn + Cn 4 then Γ = Gal(F(CP)/F) 3£ Z/2 and 
( ^ ® C / ( 0 F ( C p ) ) ) r ^ ( A / ( ^ ) ) - . 
Moreover, if ρ does not divide the class number of Q(Cm)» with 
η = pm, (p, m) = 1, then 
Cl(O
m)) в С1{От)[1]), 
since the primes above ρ do not generate the p-part of C7(Q(£TO)) and 
ramify completely afterwards. 
Example 3.3 For η = 63, we have that 72 divides the number of ele­
ments. 7 does not divide the class number of Q(£9), so the primes above 
7 are not generators for the 7-paxt of the ideal class group of <3(Сбз)· If 
we use theorem 3.7 we get an exact sequence 
0 -• Z/7 -> K2(0F)/7 -)· μ7 -)• 0, 
so the 7-rank of [63] equals 2. 
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If a power of ρ divides the minus class number then the structure of the 
class group is needed in most cases. Sometimes this can be derived by 
using knowledge of the tame kernel of subfields. 
Example 3.4 The minus ideal class group of Q(C9e) is isomorphic to 
Z/3 χ Z/3. This can be derived as follows: 33 divides the number of 
elements of [96]. We know that the 3-rank of [32] is equal to 2, and 
^ Q t e r K S i V 3 - (" 3 ® (С'(°<Жэ2+Сз-21)(Сз)))Г' 
since 3 does not divide the class number of Q(C32)· 
The norm maps the ideal class group of <3(Сэб) onto the ideal class group 
°f Q(C32 + Сз^ХСз)· We conclude that the minus ideal class group of 
Q(Cô6) is isomorphic to Ζ/3 χ Z/3 and the 3-rank of [96] is equal to 3. 
If a power of p, say p r , divides η and ρ splits between F and F(CP), then 
we have a surjection 
tf2
+(0F)/pr->0Mp'-*o, 
since Zp = \. 
As an example take F = Q(C99 + Сээ1)» * n e n 32 divides the number of 
elements of [99]. So the 3-rank equals 1. 
Suppose 2r | n, with г > 2. Then in some cases we can deduce from 
theorem 3.6 the structure of K^OE where E = Q(Cn) and this gives 
using the isomorphism 
{Κ+{0
Ρ{ζντ),τ))τ = Κ+{0Ρ,5), 
and the exact sequence 
0 -+ Kt{0F) -• K2(0F) -> φ MS -» 0 
ρ real infinite 
in some cases the structure of the 2-part. 
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Example 3.5 If E = Q(C6o) then the 2-paxt of the ideal class group of 
E is trivial. This gives K^OE/I = Z/4. Write F for the maximal real 
subfield then, K^Op is also a cyclic group. We know 
гкг-КгОр = 8. Put all this in the exact sequence above to obtain 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit 3 hoofdstukken. De verbindende schakel 
tussen deze 3 hoofdstukken is het isomorfisme 
{СІ{0
Р((і ))Ір)ш-^К20РІр. 
Hierbij is F een Abels getallenlichaam, en ρ een priem die onvertakt is 




 ® C i ( 0 F ( C p ) [ i ] ) ) r -+ K20F/p -• 0 /ip -> 0 
pes' 
van Keune ([K]) nodig. 







( Θ (O ®zp Cl(Om))/p)u-ix) 0 ( 0 (O ®Zp 01(Οηζρ))/ρ)ω-1χ). 
χ odd X even 
In hoofdstuk 1 is het aantal elementen van het oneven gedeelte uitge­
drukt in Bernoulli getallen. 
Vervolgens is in hoofdstuk 2 het aantal elementen van het even gedeelte 
uitgedrukt in het aantal elementen van eigenruimten van de globale een­
heden modulo de cyclotomische eenheden. 
In hoofdstuk 3 zijn de verkregen resultaten van de hoofdtukken 1 en 2 
toegepast op de rechterkant van het isomorfisme om iets over de struc­
tuur van de tamme kern te zeggen. 
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